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TwinHook
Labour cost savings / higher yields / increased profitability



TwinHook
Thanks to its stem support, ARaymond* offers value added fastening 
solutions for greenhouse cultures, able to optimize labor costs, 
culture yields and profitability.

Easy and fast installation

Eliminates weakness,  
damage and reduces risk of disease

Optimised design for cultivation

One size fits all design
• Reduced part numbers and stock of products
• Easier purchase planning for distributors & growers

PROTECTIVE 

INNOVATIVE

The innovative supporting leg 
allows an optimal and stable 

position in between the two shoots. 
The TwinHook is self-positioning 

during the growth of the plant.

It prevents(1) the main branch  
from splitting under the weight of 

the stems when lowering the plant, 
reducing the risk of Botrytis. 



Related Products

ONE-FITS-ALL-SIZE 

ERGONOMIC DESIGN

One single part replaces the 
conventional two clip option and 
allows a more precise solution.   
It is fast and easy to install on 
young tomato plants, resulting  
in labour cost savings

The TwinHook is adapted to 
most double headed  tomato 
varieties and branch sizes,  
all along the life-cycle of  
the plant during the season(2).

Before After

Available in biodegradable material

Related Products

CERTIFIED  NF EN 14995

Easy clip

Flextruss

Classic Hook  
180 mm / 220 mm

ReelHook


